The PROFESSIONAL Touch
Your Business NEEDS

Contact your local PRONTO supplier for pricing or to place an order

LABEL PRINTER - PROFESSIONAL SERVICE REMINDER PROGRAM

• Print your customer’s reminder labels the professional way
• Eliminate the hassle and worry regarding tech’s handwriting
• Use 15 pre-programmed label designs
• Complete kit functions as a stand alone unit

PACKAGE INCLUDES
#M-FB-P9933-44
• Printer (pre-programmed with name and phone number)
• Keyboard with display
• 1 ribbon (prints approximately 1,500 labels)
• 1 year parts and labor warranty (6 months on printer head)

SERVICE PARTS
#M-FB-P9933-47
• Replacement Ribbons (approximately 1,500 labels)

#D-FB-P9833-84
• Keyboard Skin (plastic cover)

STANDARD DESIGN STATIC LABELS - 500 PER ROLL

CHECK YOUR OIL FREQUENTLY
YOUR INFO PRINTS HERE

RETURN FOR SERVICE
YOUR INFO PRINTS HERE

STATIC LABEL KIT
#M-FB-N1092-02
• Kit includes 2 rolls of one standard label design and a thermal ribbon

#M-FB-P9933-45
#M-FB-P9933-94

CUSTOM STATIC LABELS - 500 PER ROLL

• Customize your labels with your name, logo and phone number
• Minimum order of 6,000 labels (12 rolls)
• Maximum of 4 colors per label

YOUR LOGO HERE

#M-FB-N1092-01

YOUR INFO PRINTS HERE